Most of the document summary are arranged extractive by taking important sentences from the document. Extractive based summarization often not consider the connection sentence. A good sentence ordering should aware about rhetorical relations such as cause-effect relation, topical relevancy and chronological sequence which exist between the sentences. Based on this problem, we propose a new method for sentence ordering in multi document summarization using cluster correlation and probability for English documents. Sentences of multi-documents are grouped based on similarity into clusters. Sentence extracted from each cluster to be a summary that will be listed based on cluster correlation and probability. User evaluation showed that the summary result of proposed method easier to understanding than the previous method. The result of ROUGE method also shows increase on sentence arrangement compared to previous method.
Introduction
In the present, huge electronic textual information is available and accessible. The information retrieval technology has make everyone can obtain large number of related documents using search engine. However, this situation also makes people need large of time to obtain the necessary information from all documents that they found. Automatic document summarization has been concern of the researchers for decade to solve this problem [1] .
Most of existing automatic document summarization methods are extractive based, which mean they need to find the significant sentence or paragraph in documents, and arrange them to become a summary. However, extractive based summarization has a big hole on it. How the system arranges the sentences (or paragraphs) to become a proper summary is crucial part of this method. Sentence ordering without considering the relation among them can cause in incoherent summary [1] .
A good sentence ordering should aware about rhetorical relations such as cause-effect relation, topical relevancy and chronological sequence which exist between the sentences. For example, if sentence A mention the event that caused by sen-June 2017 tence B, then we might want to order the sentence A before the sentence B in a summary that contains both sentences A and B [2] .
Sentence ordering is more difficult in multiple documents, because the sentences that will draw up the summary is extracted from different writing styles documents and authors, which no one of the document can provide a standard sequence for all sentences that extracted. The way it orders the sentences should be context-aware and represent all of the source documents [3] .
The previous research [4] [5] [6] [7] proposed summarization document using Similarity Based Histogram Clustering (SHC) and cluster importance for sentence ordering method. SHC method capable to prevent the cluster contain duplicate sentence in it. SHC also prevent the situation that led the summary become redundant. Cluster importance is an ordering cluster method based on frequency information density among cluster's member. The information density is calculated by count the number of terms in cluster that has frequency above the predefined threshold. However, cluster importance ignores structure or relation among the cluster that provides the sentences that form the summary is not associated with each other.
Based on this problem, we propose a new method for sentence ordering in multi document summarization using cluster correlation and probability for English documents. This method is inspired by correlation coefficient method that used to measure the degree of relatedness of two vectors [8] .
Sentence Clustering
Sentence clustering is used to find the similarity and dissimilarity across the documents. In sentence clustering, if the number of cluster has been determined, there is possibility that some sentences will be forced to become member of a cluster although it should not be. This probable error in cluster's member placement may cause some clusters to have duplicate member of sentence and led the summary become redundant. To avoid the problem in cluster member placement, we use Similarity Histogram-based Clustering (SHC) for the sentence clustering method. SHC can be used to make clusters by measure the similarity among the sentences [6] .
The histogram that used in SHC is statistical representation of the similarity between the cluster members. Each value on histogram shows a certain similarity interval. A Similarity threshold is used in cluster member's selection. Every sentence will be registered into an appropriate cluster. The appropriate cluster can be found only if the sentence does not make the similarity value of these cluster members reduce. If that sentence can't be fit on any cluster, it should make a new cluster by itself [4] . The uni-gram matching similarity is used as function of similarity of two sentences, Sj and Si. The similarity between sentences is calculated by count the corresponding words between Sj and Si. (|si| ∩ |sj|). Then it is divided by the total length of the words that form Sj and Si (|si|+|sj|) as shown in equation (1) .
simm} is collection of similarity between a couple sentences with m= n(n=1)/2. The equation determines the histogram function equation (2),
Where shows the minimum similarity bin to-i and is maximum similarity bin to-i. Histogram Ratio (HR) of cluster calculated by equation (3) and threshold determined by equation (4).
ST is similarity threshold, where bin number that corresponds to the similarity threshold (ST) annotated with T.
Cluster Correlation
The inter-cluster correlation calculation based on frequencies a term that contained in each cluster. Some words are not always available in each cluster, that make so many comparisons with zero that does not affect to the results. For that, we simplify the calculation by use only important words to calculate the correlation of the cluster.
The important words are the words that often appear in all document. Determination of important words based on the frequency of occurrence terms that meet the threshold (θ) in all documents. The inter-cluster correlation is calculated by determine the cluster a and T = {t1, t2, t3, … tn} is set of term in cluster a. , is number of frequency term ti T in cluster a, then a has member a = { , 1 , , 2 , … . , }. Weight of term frequency I Gusti A. S. Adi Guna, Sentence Ordering 79 in cluster a and b ( ) calculated by multiply the number of distinct term n with the total of the result of multiplication the weight of each term ti in cluster a (w a,t i ) with the weight of each term ti in cluster b ( , ), as the equation (5
The Term frequency in cluster a and b calculated by multiply the cluster term frequency TFa and TFb in equation (6)
Correlation coefficient is generated by reduce the weight term frequency (equation (5)) with the term frequency of all cluster , (equation ( 8)), then it was divided by square root of weight term of every cluster. The function to calculate correlation is shown in the equation (9):
The value of correlation has ranges from -1 (strong negative correlation) to 1 (strong positive correlation). If the value of correlation is 0, it is mean it has not any correlation with the other cluster [8] . The correlation coefficient was used as the basis for calculate cluster order on this paper.
Distributed Local Sentence
Distributed local sentence is a method of sentence arrangement. This sentences distribution method was proposed method by [4] . Distributed local sentence method is constructed through calculated the probability distribution, calculated sum of distribution, calculated expansion of distribution, calculated the weight of the component sentences and calculated the weight distributed local sentence. The weight local sentence is obtained by summing the entire component forming sentence i in cluster k which is divided by the number of component forming sentence i in cluster k. The equation (10) to calculate weight of distributed local sentence.
Methods
There are five main steps that used in this research, i.e. preprocessing, sentence clustering, sentence ordering, sentence extraction and sentence arrangement. Figure 1 shows the process to generate a summary. The research method was adopted from the research [4] .
Preprocessing
This process aims to prepare the data which is used in the sentence clustering. The preprocessing process consist of tokenizing, stopword removal, and stemming. Tokenizing is process of beheading the sentence into standalone words. Stopword removal is process of removing unused words. Stemming is process of getting the words to lower-case form. In this research, tokenizing process uses Stanford Natural Language Processing, stopword removal process uses stoplist dictionary and stemming process uses Library English Porter Stemmer [4] .
Sentence Cluster
Data which is generated from preprocessing process will be grouped by using Similarity-based Histogram Clustering (SHC). SHC method was chosen because this method ensures the results of cluster remain convergent. Similarity between sentences was calculated by using uni-gram matching-based similarity as equation (1) (2) (3) (4) . A sentence can be entered on certain cluster if it passes the criteria of the cluster. But if the sentence does not meet the criteria of all existing cluster, it will set up a new cluster. The SHC method is used in this research was adapted from research [4] .
Cluster Ordering
The proposed method or contribution of this research is on the cluster ordering section. Sorting is useful to determine the order of sentences that represent in the summary. The summary will be easily understood if the sentences sorted according to the proximity of it with the topic or content.
Cluster ordering is used to calculate the order of each cluster using correlation between cluster and probability each cluster. There are three steps in this section, i.e. inter-cluster correlation calculation, probability calculation and weighted coherence.
Cluster Correlation
After sentence clustered using SHC, the first step was to determine the correlation of sentence cluster. The cluster correlation formula that adopted was equation (9) from correlation coefficient method [8] which can be used to measure the degree of relatedness for two vectors. That correlation can assume the value of correlation has ranges from -1 (strong negative correlation) to 1 (strong positive correlation). If the value of correlation is 0, it means that it uncorrelated with the other cluster.
In this research, the correlation was used without regard it has positive or negative value. So, in this research we add absolute value as the equation (11).
Correlation cluster values between the two clusters will determine the order of the cluster. In equation (11), the value of correlation has ranges from 0 to 1. If the value correlation is 0, it means has not any correlation with other cluster, but if the value reach 1, it means has any correlation regardless positive or negative correlation as equation (9) .
Cluster Probability
The second step, to determine the probability. Probability calculated by use the frequency of occurrence of important sentences. That means Importance sentence is a sentence which consists of number of important words on it. Some cluster with large of member should have more weight because they have sentence information density.
It is difference with the cluster that has one or little members. Therefore, it required probability calculation. The Probability value obtained by comparing the frequency of important sentences in cluster a with frequency of importance sentence in all document (12).
Weight Coherency
The third step, Weight coherency will determine the order of the sentence, the highest coherence weight will be concept of sentence ordering. is weight coherency which obtained by multiplying the sum of correlation value a to x with probability cluster a, where cluster x is correlation pair of cluster a, as equation(13).
The equation(13) can be assumed correlation cluster in equation(11) multiply by cluster probability in equation(12). The weight coherency can stabilize the value of correlation and frequency importance word in sentence within cluster. So the cluster that have most important sentences will be select as priority and the other cluster follow with sorted by descending based on weight coherency value.
It different in equation (9) that just only calculate cluster correlation and not focus the importance word in sentence within cluster. So the result of cluster ordering just sorted by high value of correlation in descending. The effect of that, negative correlation become last priority, and althought it have negative correlation, it still have many importance sentence rather than zero correlation.
Sentence Extraction
Sentence extraction is a phase to select a sentence that represents the cluster. The extracted sentences then used to arrange the summary. Sentence extraction uses sentence distribution from researcher [4] . Sentence distribution is used to determine the position of each sentence in the cluster, if a sentence that has elements spreader in a cluster will have a higher position in the cluster. The equation-
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(10) is used for sentence distribution that used in this research. Sentence distribution that has the highest weight on each cluster will be used to arrange the summary.
Sentences Arrangement
The extracted sentence that used to arrange the summary will be listed based on the cluster ordering result. Every cluster contains one or more sentence that chosen based on sentence extraction section using sentence distribution method. Number of cluster is equal to number of sentence in summary
Evaluation method
The evaluation of automatic summarization is use ROUGE (Recall Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation) method. ROUGE-N measures the ratio of n-grams between the candidate summary and the set of reference summaries. ROUGE is effective to evaluate the document summary result.
ROUGE-N is computed as equation (14) [9] . N is the length of N-gram, Countmatch (N-gram) is the maximum number of N-gram between the candidate summary and the set of reference summaries. Count(N-gram) is the number of Ngram in reference summaries. In this research, we use ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 where the best condition of ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 is 1.
3.
Result and Analysis
Data Set
In this research, we use DUC (document understanding conferences) 2004 task 2 dataset from http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/duc/data/2004-_data.html. DUC is one of the most popular data set for document summary. It is consisting of news documents collection from Associated Press and New York Times. 25 topics dataset is used where every topic consists of 10 documents.
Results
The experiment is performed using java programming. We compare the proposed method result with cluster importance method from [4] . The research [4] uses sentence clustering (SHC) and sentence distribution method for summary extraction and uses cluster importance for ordering sentence.
There are four parameters in this research, i.e. HRmin, , ST, and α. HRmin, , and ST are parameter for sentence clustering with SHC method. And then parameter α is parameter for sentence extraction. This research uses HRmin= 0.7 , = 0.3, ST = 0.4, θ = 10 , and α=0.4 or α=0.2. The other comparator method is also using parameter θ=10 for cluster ordering with cluster importance method.
Our focus in this research is to make a proper summary which more readable. We spread form survey to 20 volunteers and use ROUGE method. The form survey consists 25 topics of generated summary, all topics has been evaluated by 20 volunteers (post graduate students and English teacher) for evaluation. For each topic, every volunteer chooses the most coherent among the summaries which generated using cluster importance method, cluster correlation method, and cluster correlation + probability method. Figure 2 shows the generated summary by cluster correlation method and cluster importance method for topic "Lebanese presidential election". 12 volunteers out of 20 volunteers have chosen summary using cluster correlation method with probability and another 8 volunteers have chosen cluster correlation method without probability for this topic.
The resulting summary using cluster correlation without probability have similar sentence ordering with the resulting summary using cluster correlation with probability. But, both have very different sentence ordering with the resulting summary using cluster importance.
In our analysis, there are some reasons that make the resulting summary using cluster correlation is better than the resulting summary using cluster importance, as follows: The cluster correlation can make chronological sequence of summary which exist between the sentences, The words in previous sentence are described in the next sentence.
Cluster correlation can avoid pronouns usage in the first sentence; because of the pronouns usage in the first sentence make the summary difficult to understand. Table 1 shows the number of volunteers which choose cluster importance or cluster correlation as the satisfactory method for each topic. Figure 3 shows the volunteer's choice for cluster importance, cluster correlation with probability and cluster correlation without probability. Table 1 and figure 3 show that most of volunteers chose
cluster correlation with probability and cluster correlation without probability as the satisfactory system. In this research, we used ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 as the metric evaluate the difference between ordering generated by automatic summarization and human. The Average ROUGE's score of the proposed method (cluster correlation and probability) and cluster important are presented in Table 2 . It shows the comparison of ROUGE's score between the proposed method (cluster correlation and probability) and cluster importance where the proposed method gets better score than cluster importance.
The ROUGE-1's score comparison between cluster importance and proposed method (cluster correlation and probability) of each document are presented on Figure 4 . Average documents show adjacent values between cluster importance and proposed method (cluster correlation and probabi-I Gusti A. S. Adi Guna, Sentence Ordering 83 -lity). The comparison of ROUGE-2 score is presented in Figure 5 . Figure 5 shows that proposed method gets better value than cluster importance in some documents. T1  2  10  8  T2  1  8  11  T3  1  8  11  T4  3  7  10  T5  1  11  8  T6  0  11  9  T7  0  6  14  T8  2  7  11  T9  0  11  9  T10  1  7  12  T11  2  9  9  T12  1  7  12  T13  2  8  10  T14  1  11  8  T15  2  9  9  T16  3  11  6  T17  3  8  9  T18  2  8  10  T19  2  9  9  T20  1  11  8  T21  1  11  8  T22  2  11  7  T23  1  5  14  T24  0  12  8  T25  2  8  10 
Conclusion
The proposed method is sentence ordering using cluster correlation and probability in multi document summarization has been successful. The result showed that the proposed method gives better summary than cluster importance. Summary using cluster correlation is preferred by most of volunteers.
Cluster correlation method has proven better than cluster importance which has average score 0.360 for ROUGE 1 and 0.090 for ROUGE 2 in Table 2 . There is an increase value by 0.004 on ROUGE 1 and ROUGE 2. The increase in numbers is due to the evaluation on the ground-truth that measured from the summary of documents based on important sentences regardless of its sentence ordering, to know the sentences ordering in the document objectively and more significant, then the evaluation that used was human perceptions like surveys.
From the ordering of sentences, the cluster importance method not consider the correlation between important sentences in the cluster. Then the result of sentences ordering is different as shown in Figure 2 , Figure 3 shows the proposed method is more objective on a topic than cluster importance method.
Combination cluster correlation with probability generate similar summary with cluster correlation without probability. The usage of probability in this method has no effect on the first to fifth sentence of the summary results. The resulting summary from the cluster correlation method represents not only the topic of document, but also the chronological sequence which exists among the sentences.
In the sentence ordering of multi document summarization, source documents cannot provide enough information in sentence ordering of summary as ground truth for evaluation. Figure 1 explains sentence ordering method of this research. The proposed method consists four steps:
The first step, preprocessing for prepare data which used sentence clustering. The second step, document is categorized using SHC method and produces clusters. The third step, sentence extraction uses sentence distribution method. The fourth, sentence ordering uses cluster correlation between clusters.
Because of sentence ordering is non-standard of ordering method; it is difficult to make a proper order of the sentence. The summary is extracted from different writing styles documents and authors. Our method is formed based on the information of source documents, which must be in multi document summarization.
The results show that the proposed method can improve the quality of the summary from multi documents which use SHC as sentence clustering method. It is related with some of previous researches which used SHC clustering method [4] - [7] .
In future work, we will focus in how to deal with a large amount of document. The large quantity of document can make a huge amount of cluster, which makes the complexity of correlation calculation will be increased and hard to handle.
